EAT TO WIN

THE ULTIMATE TACO PARTY FOR 15 PEOPLE!

Download your CLT Taco Week Passport and get it initial at four (4) or more taco joints and get entered to win THE ULTIMATE TACO PARTY.

It includes all the fixings including some Jose Cuervo Tequila, and Michelob Ultra Infusions Lime & Prickly Pear Cactus beers. $500 VALUE

Just take a clear pic of both sides of the passport and email it to use at events@ElevateLifestyle.com or mail it to us at Elevate Lifestyle 1800 Camden Road, S107-210 Charlotte, NC 28203 and you will be entered to WIN BIG!

MORE DETAILS AT CLTTACOWEEK.COM

DEADLINE 4/30/2021 | MUST BE 21+ TO ENTER